
 

 
 
compacer takes over gusti software  
Integration specialist completes its portfolio and expands its internationality   
 
Gärtringen, 1st of September 2020 – The previous partnership between compacer GmbH and the 
Dutch software company gusti software has now become a merger. Gusti software has been part 
of the integration specialist compacer since the beginning of August.  
 
The Dutch software company gusti software has also been part of the eurodata group for five years 
now. The core business of gusti software is system integration and the exchange of structured 
information such as Edifact, ANSI-X12 and XML, i.e. digital commercial documents. With this portfolio 
and that of compacer GmbH, which specialises in IoT topics in addition to the integration and 
automation of business-critical processes, the range of services is rounded off.  
 
Fred van Scheppingen, managing director of gusti software, is pleased to know that his life's work is 
in good hands: "For years we have been working closely with our colleagues at compacer and have 
exchanged views on current market developments. I have come to know compacer as a reliable and 
innovative partner and I am sure that the business will continue in my spirit and even expand with 
new solutions". 
 
Lumir Boureanu, managing director of compacer GmbH, has a similar view: "The Dutch team of gusti 
software offers us an excellent opportunity not only to expand our EDI business and our integration 
projects internationally, but also to establish our IoT solutions. The Benelux market is easier to serve 
from the Netherlands than from Baden-Württemberg. In addition, the EDI expertise of our colleagues 
is an enrichment for the entire team and we look forward to continuing to serve existing gusti 
software customers with our services". 
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compacer GmbH 
compacer GmbH is among Germany's most important IT service providers and software providers for reliable and format-
independent data interchange between IT systems, machines and devices. compacer supports businesses in the automation 
and digitalisation of their business-critical processes, and ensures that their IT structure continues to develop in an 
innovative and futuristic way. Smart services solutions 'made in Germany' are used in the areas of EDI, e-invoicing, 
retrofitting, predictive maintenance and Blockchain. compacer is appreciated as a trustworthy, independent technology 
partner and innovator, which optimises the value chain of its customers via the establishment and expansion of secure 
ecosystems. compacer thus helps them to become more interconnected, more agile and more efficient. Innovation and the 
trend toward new topics have high priority at compacer. The company is part of the eurodata group and has many years of 
sustainable national and international expertise in the areas of data integration and process optimisation.  

For more information go to: www.compacer.com 
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